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Sentences in discourse:
an analysis of a discourse by Bertrand Russell
CARLOTA S. SMITH
The Universityof Texas at Austin

(Received2o AugustI970)
In this paper I present a stylistic analysis of a short discourse by Bertrand
Russell. My purpose is twofold: first, to suggest an approachto syntactically
based stylistic analysisthat goes beyond mere frequency counts, and, second, to
draw out some linguistic ramificationsof the approach.
The aim of the stylistic analysisis to find the structuresthat are characteristic
of Russell's discourse, and to give an explanationof why these structureswere
chosen. This is, of course, a traditional goal of stylistic analysis. Frequently
such analysis is based mainly on syntactic information.I suggest that one can
arrive at interesting results by considering, in addition, certain aspects of sentences that are not strictly syntactic: the structuresthat occur in key locations,
and their importancein the discourse.
In analysingthe sentences of Russell's discourse, I shall look for the structure
and location of the most importantinformationunit, in sentences where such a
unit can be identified.I shall also be interestedin the structuresthat occur at the
beginnings and ends of long sentences; these locations are, I argue, naturally
prominent.Finally, a syntacticanalysisof each sentencewill be used. I will show
that Russell presents importantmaterial in a distinct and patterned way; the
force of this pattern explains, to a certain extent, the occurrenceof particular
constructionsin the text.
The surfacestructureof sentencesplays a crucialrole in the patternof presentation and emphasis,as I show below. The role of surfacestructureis particularly
strikingwhen one examinesa successionof sentences,that is, a discourse.At the
end of this paper I turn to a linguistic discussionof subjectand topic.The notion
of subject is usually taken to pertain to both deep and surface structures,while
topic is a surface structurenotion. I shall try to clarify differencesbetween the
two, drawingon syntactic evidence as well as the analysis of this paper.
In the first section I discuss the types of informationon which the stylistic
analysisis based; section 2 presentsthe analysisitself; section 3 is devoted to the
linguistic discussion mentioned above.
SECTION

I

In this section I attemptto justify my approach:I discuss the notion of locations
of naturalprominence, importantinformationunit in a sentence, and the type
of syntactic analysisused in the study that follows.
2I3
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PROMINENCE

One feature of Russell's sentences that immediately strikes the reader is that
many of them are quite long. In long sentences there are certain locations, I
think, that readers tend to notice more than others: I call these locations of
natural prominence. The way these locations are used can be an important
featureof style. I will show that Russell uses these locationsconsistentlyand to
advantage.
People tend to notice the beginning and end of anythingthat is too long for
them to attendto or rememberen toto. This is not a particularlynew or startling
observation,of course. In speeches, poems, plays, movies, books, processions,
etc., the first and last moments tend to be of particularsignificance.One reason
for this is simply that the initial and final moments are most likely to receivethe
attention of an audience.Apparentlythe human faculties of memory and attention are such that, in a work of some length, the middle tends to recede.
Experimentalevidencefromthe field of psychologycan be presentedin support
of the commentsabove.When they heara series of digits, syllables,words, a long
sentence or a series of sentences, subjects tend to rememberthe materialthat
begins and ends the series (Neisser, I967: 222).
In a sentence or discourse there are many ways, of course, to emphasize
material,wherever it occurs. Special type faces, spacing, violations of standard
punctuation,and many other things can be used to draw the reader'sattention.
Note that they involve the use of some device that is special and unusual, in the
context of conventions, for the written language.The initial and final positions
of long sentences,however,tend to be noticed without the use of special devices.
Thus, a naturalway of emphasizingone part of a long sentence is to locate it at
the beginning or the end of the sentence. Grammaticaltransformationsallow
one to accomplish this in various ways: the topicalization transformationin
English,for instance,moves materialto the beginningof a sentence;extraposition
moves materialto the end.
Location is a featureof the surfaceof a sentence, but perhapsnot preciselyof
surface structure. Location does not involve hierarchical relationships, but
only successiveness.' Presumably when one understands a sentence there is
some interactionbetween location and other features. To appreciatethe force,
for instance, of a final deeply embedded relativeclause, or a preposedadverbial,
one must know its grammaticalrelationto the rest of the sentence as well as its
location in the sentence.
The initial or final unit of a sentence need not be relatedto the surfacestructure in a particularway: e.g. a final verb phrase adjunctionmay be relatively
high on the surfacestructuretree, while a final relativeclause may be relatively
[i]

For a stimulating discussion of successiveness and simultaneity in language, see
Jakobson (I960).
214
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low on the surfacestructuretree. Thus the part of a sentencethat tends to receive
attention is not necessarilydominantin surface (or in deep) structure.
If a series of sentences comprisea discourse,the naturallyprominentlocations
can be used to establish patterns of emphasis and expectation. For instance, if
time or place adverbialsconsistentlybegin the sentencesof a particulardiscourse,
time or place will probablybe importantin some way in that particulardiscourse,
and will be noticed as such by the reader.If the name of a particularperson occurs
frequentlyin initial location, emphasiswill graduallyaccrueto that name, partly
becauseit is placed consistentlyand partlybecausethe readerwill come to expect
and recognizeit.
I shall examine the way Russell uses the naturallyemphatic locations in long
sentences. To find whether there is a consistent pattern of use, it is necessary
to find whetherthe same structuresoccurfrequentlyin these locations.Therefore
I shall count the frequencywith which differentstructuresoccur in initial final
locations in long sentences.
IMPORTANT

I.2

INFORMATION

UNIT

In many sentences one part is taken to be the most important.2The most important part may contain the answer to a question, introduce new material in
a text, carry an argumentone step farther,make a dramaticpoint of comment,
etc. (Chomsky (I969) discusses the FOCUS of a sentence; the notion appearsto
be similar to that of important information unit, except that Chomsky deals
only with short units.) What constitutes the most importantunit of a sentence
depends on the linguistic and extralinguisticcontext: it is not intrinsic to the
semantic or syntacticstructure.
In speaking, one indicates the most importantunit, or focus, of a sentence
by suprasegmentalcues. In the written language a variety of attention-getting
devices are available,as noted above. One way to indicate importanceis to exploit the naturallyemphaticlocations:to place the importantunit at the beginning or the end of a sentence.
The study of an author'splacementsof the most importantunits in sentences
can lead to interesting discoveries. For instance, Henry James tends to use the
naturallyemphaticlocations by ignoringthem; he often places importantinformation units in the middle of long sentences, where their natural emphasis is
minimal. (This has the effect of indicatingsomethingaboutthe judgement of the
narratorof the story.)A discoursemay be patternedby the consistentoccurrence
of importantunits in particularlocations. For Russell's discourse,I shall identify
and locate the most importantunits, in sentences where one unit can be said to
be most important,and look for consistencyof placement.
[2] Except various technical sentences, as of mathematics or chemistry, for instance; or

on the other hand, sentences of poetry.
E

2I5
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What one takesto be a unit in a long sentence cannotbe neatly defined: it may
be a simple noun phrase, a relativeclause, an adverbial,etc. Probablythere is an
upper bound on how long one unit can be, but such a bound is difficultto state.3
A sentence may be optionallyorganizedinto units of differentlength, depending
on the intention of the speaker or writer.4In talking, a speaker indicates with
phonologicalcues how his utteranceis organized. In writing, punctuationcan
often give this information,althoughthere aremanycaseswhereit does not do so.
I shall not discuss here the cues that enableone to arriveat units wherethere is no
punctuationor other visual cue.
To decide on the units of Russell'ssentences, I used his punctiuatonwhenever
possible (Russell uses punctuationfrequently). In cases where the punctuation
was not sufficientlyinformative,I take one unit to be no greater,and sometimes
less, than an embedded full sentence.
I.3

SYNTACTIC

CONSIDERATIONS

The stylistic analysis of Russell's discourse is based on syntactic information.
For each sentence a derivationwas constructed,roughly accordingto the model
of generative grammarin Aspects of the theory of syntax (Chomsky, I965). I
consulted the derivationsto find structuresthat occurredin particularlocations
in sentences, and structuresthat were particularlyfrequentin the discourseas a
whole. Structureswere noted for the analysisby the transformationsthat form
them.
The derivations do not follow Aspects very closely: many transformations
that are requiredto generatea sentence are not included. The omissions are due
to the fact that there is a problematicrelationbetween a linguistic grammarand
the way people understandsentences. It is clear that the relationshipis not of a
simple one-to-one nature, and that not all the transformationsinvolved in a
linguistic derivationare importantin the understandingof a sentence (Fodor &

Garrett,I966; Smith,I970; Watt,I970). Stylehasto do withthe deploymentof
language with a certain force or effect, and a psycholinguistic rather than a
strictly linguistic approachmight be preferablefor an analysisof style. Yet little
is known about how people understandsentences: there is no grammarthat is
psycholinguisticallysophisticated.
I have chosen, therefore,to use a linguistic grammar,but to limit the derivations to certain transformations.The transformationswere selected according
to this principle: they were included if they directly affect the surfacepresentation of underlyinggrammaticalrelations.Thus for instance subject-raisingand
[31 See Ross (I967) for a discussion of the problem of pinning down the characteristics of
linguistic units of a certain length.
[4] An interesting discussion of how such units are signalled is given in Halliday (I967).
2i6
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pronominalizationwere excluded, but transformationsthat affect the form in
which a sentence is embedded, such as relative clause or factive nominal, were
included.5 My intention was to restrict the transformationsconsideredto those
likely to be importantin a linguisticgrammarand also in a grammarthat directly
reflects the way people understandsentences. Probably these are the transformations that affect style.
It is generallyagreedthat to understanda sentence one must be awareof the
underlyinggrammaticalrelationsamong its parts. It seems likely, then, that at
least those transformationsthat affect the presentationof grammaticalrelations
play some role in the understandingof a sentence. I thus suppose the minimal
awareness of linguistic derivations in understanding: knowledge of surface
form, and of underlyinggrammaticalrelations.
SECTION
2.I.

2:

STYLISTIC

ANALYSIS

PREVIEW

A stylistic analysisattemptsto characterizea given style or discourseso that the
properties that make it unique are apparent.6The analyst looks for the constructions that are most frequent, and, therefore, characteristic(although of
courseit may be characteristicof a discoursethat certainstructuresare employed
rarelybut tellingly). One may pose and attemptto answerthe question,why were
these constructionsused? Some interestinginterpretivework has focussed on a
writer's stylistic choices as keys to his literary work and personality (Milic,
I967; Ohmann, I964). Here too I shall ask about the choice of particularconstructions. I discuss their selection in terms of the way they function in the
sentences of Russell's essay, 'The Elements of Ethics, Part i' (Russell, 1967).
There are no one or two constructionsthat contribute to the unique style
of the discourse: no constructionis most frequent. However, one can identify
a generalprinciplethat explainsthe choice of constructionsin many of Russell's
sentences. I state this principlenow; the detailed analysisthat follows explicates
it more fully.
With great regularity, Russell constructs sentences so that the material
that is new and/or emphatic-the most important informationunit-occurs in
final location. The underlying relations among the units of his rather complex
[5] Different types of nominals are listed separately: there are listings for factive, genitive,
action, question, infinitive, and N of N nominals. Whether these nominals should be
considered separately is debatable. I consider them separately here since the underlying
elements are presented in different surface forms, depending on the type of nominal.
However, this difference may turn out to be unimportant in understanding.
[6] A discourse is unique with respect to a particular period and a particular genre,
among other things; Thomas Pyncheon would be more unique had he written during
the eighteenth century than he is today, and Samuel Johnson would be more unique
today than in his own time.
2I7
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sentences do not follow a regular pattern. Thus, in different cases different
combinationsof transformationsare required to locate the desired unit at the
end of the sentence, and no transformationis most frequent.
The function of the transformationsthat Russell uses is to organizehis sentences so that the importantmaterialcomes last. The resultis a stronglyyet subtly
patterneddiscourse.
2.2

PROCEDURE

The data for this conclusion come from study of the key aspects of Russell's
sentences discussed in section i. For each sentence, I noted what structures
occurred in the naturallyprominent locations, and where the most important
informationunit (if any) occurred. I also noted the location of sentence connexion, if any, the type of main surface verb, and the transformationsthat appeared in its derivation.
The next step was to look for patterns of usage among the sentences. From
the materialon individualsentences I compiled lists that showed the frequency
with which certainstructuresoccurredin certainlocations. (I did not deal with
structuresthat might be called characteristic,although infrequent.)
Interpreting the frequency counts was the final step. In the presentation
below I show that Russell'spatternsof usage are complementary,all supporting
the rhetoricalprinciple that importantmaterialsbe located at the end of long
sentences.
2.3 ANALYSIS

First the results of the counts are given, with discussion of each; following, the
analysisof four representativesentencesis presented,so that the readercan have
a clear idea of how the analysiswas conducted; finally, some details of the syntactic analysisare mentioned. Russell's discourse is reprintedat the end of the
paper, with numberedsentences for easy reference.
The counts are as follows: (i) Transformationsmost frequently used, (2)
Structures occurring in sentence-initial location, (3) Structures occurring in
sentence-finallocation, (4) Location of sentence-connectingmaterial,(5) Type
of main verb in surface structure,(6) Location of most important information
unit, (7) Sentence length.
I have chosen a short discourseso that it can be discussed in some detail and
reprinted along with the discussion. Inevitably, the numbers that result from
counting frequencies are not very impressive. However, I am interested in
demonstratinga general tendency or pattern only, and the small numbers are
sufficient, I think, for that purpose.
According to Russell's punctuation there are 3I sentences in the discourse.
2i8
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7 of these are counted as 2 sentences (they contain separatesentences, requiring
separatederivations),so that the total number is 38.
Transformations
frequentlyused
By simply counting the occurrenceof transformationsin the derivationof each
sentence, and listing those that occur nine times or more, I obtain the following
list (in order of frequency):
(i)

SubS7
Prenom Adj.
Preposing
Zeroing
Passive
Rel. Embedding

Conjunction
Factive nom.
Genitive nom.
Question nom.
Rel. reduction

30
22
2I
I9

I8

I7

i6
I6
I4
Io

I7

No particular pattern is discernible here: in fact, except for the largest
category, SubS, most of the numbers are quite close together. One can arrive
at slightlymoreilluminatingfiguresby groupingcertaintransformationstogether.
I group below transformationsthat produce similar effects in surface structure.
By this criterionI form three groups: transformationsthat embed or adjoinfull
sentences, with verbals; transformationsthat result in complex NPs without
verbals; transformationsthat change the order of elements.
The frequencies for the groups of transformationsare these (certain transformations appear only in the second list because they occur less than nine
times):
Ts that embedor adjoinfull sentences
Adjunction

30

Relative
Factive
Conjunction
Question nom.
Action nom.
Comparative
Apposition
As-embedding8

I7

I6
I7

14

8
6
4
2
I2I

[7] For an explanation of what is covered by this category, and by others in the lists, see
the section on details of the syntactic analysis, 2.4
[8] I refer here to constructions like that in the relative clause of sentence 3. Such constructions are to be distinguished from as that can be replaced by about (as in the main
clause of the same sentence) and from cases with a PP with as as an obligatory verb
complement, e.g. with the words speak of, conceive, regard, in Russell's discourse.
2I9
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Ts thatform complexNPs withoutverbals
Prenominaladj.
22
Genitive nom.
I6
Rel. reduction
10
NofN
6
Conjunctionof simple NPs
3
57
Ts that changeorder
Passive
Preposing
Extraposition
There-insertion

18
2I

3
I

44
By far the most frequent type of transformationis that which embeds a
sentence in more or less full form. The fact that such embeddingsoccur often in
the essay is perhapsone formalcorrelatefor the impressionof energyand activity
that Russell's style conveys.
Structuresin sentence-initialposition
It might seem appropriateto comparethe beginnings and endings of sentences,
followingthe procedureused to makethe counts above. Thus one could compare
the frequencywith which transformationsunderlie the structuresthat occur in
initial and final position. However, such a proposalis not well conceived,for not
all constructionscan begin and end a sentence. For instance,relativeclauses and
adjective phrases cannot begin a sentence, nor can the reduced part of a conjunction; dummy subjects cannot end a sentence. There are some constructions
that can occur in both initial and final position, e.g. sentence nominals,but they
usually play differentgrammaticalroles.
Moreover, the grammaticalrole of a structure is signalled differentlyto the
readerin differentpositions. If a sentence adjoinedwith because,for instance, is
preposed, then its subordinateor adverbialfunction is immediatelyevident because of the constant. Even if the adjunctionis itself a complex sentence, the
comma (in most written discourse) between the adjoined and main sentence
keeps the relationbetween them clear. However, if a complex adjunctionfollows
the main sentence, the relationof e.g. a deeply embedded relative clause to the
materialthat precedes it may be less clear to the reader: he has more to keep
track of.
Three kinds of informationabout initial and final structuresmay be noted:
(i) type of structure(relative,SubS, etc.); (2) what structuredominatesit (main
S, SubS, relative, etc.); (3) its internal structure (simple NP, nominal, etc.).
(2)

220
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In the case of initial structures,preposed SubS can be dominated only by the
main sentence. It is sometimesungrammaticalto prepose materialthat is dominated by a lower sentence; if the result is not ungrammatical,the preposed
materialis taken to pertainto the main sentence. These examplesillustrate:
I asked Mary to come late because she arrivedearly last week.
? Last week I asked Mary to come late because she arrivedearly.
I asked Mary to come home after John called me becausehe was worried.
?Becausehe was worried I asked Mary to come home after John called me.
The second kind of informationis importantonly for final structures,then.
The lists below are limited to informationof the first kind, type of structure.
Since the positions of initial and final are not comparable,I have looked at
each separately.The degree of overlapis obvious on inspection.
The frequency of structuresin initial position are these:
Preposed adverbial(no S)
Preposed SubS
Reorderedmain S
Subject NP, main S
Nominal subj, main S

IO

8
7
7
6

The most frequent structuresare preposed adverbials(in ordinarylife, in the
first place) and preposed SubS; these two, for syntactic and semantic reasons,
should perhaps be in one category. Sentences also begin with derivedsubjects
(the result of reorderings),nominalizedsentences as subjects,or simple subjects.
All but one of the reorderingtransformationshave the effect of placing important materialat the end of the sentence: three are Extrapositionand Thereinsertion, and three are passives in which the derived subject is essentially
introductory(sentences I, 2, and ii). Contrastthese with sentence 29, where
preposing directs one's attention to the beginning of the sentence.
In roughly two-thirds of the sentences, then, Russell has taken one of several
options of rearrangementfor a beginning. These differenttransformationshave
the same function, in the sentences under examination:to position important
material elsewhere. In six of the seven sentences with simple NP subjects,
the same arrangementof informationoccurs.A definitepatternis thus established,
a patternin which the sentence tends to begin with introductoryor subordinate
material,and the readerfinds the most significantpoint in the middle or at the
end.
position
(3) Structuresin sentence-final
These structuresoccur in sentence-finalposition:
Relative
SubS

9
7
221
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Comparor As-embedding
Factive, main S obj including conjoinedfactive
Simple main S predicate
Conjoinednominal other than factive
Apposition

7
5
7
2

I

Of the relative clauses, four occur on NPs in the predicateof a main sentence,
and the others in more embedded positions (on other relative clauses, on a
comparativein a SubS, etc.).
Two points are striking about this list: first, most of the structuresare embeddedfull sentences,and second, there is greatvarietyamongthem.
Only with the other information assembled here do these facts have any
significancefor an analysisof Russell's essay. Sheer frequencyor the lack of it,
in vacuo, can tell us little. But information about structure and information
about position and importance together indicate the organizing principle of
Russell'sessay. The variedstructuresthat occur at the end of Russell'ssentences
have different grammatical functions, but the same function of presenting
importantmaterial in final position. The variety keeps the pattern from being
too obtrusive,and at the same time allows Russell greatflexibility.
(4) Locationof sentenceconnexions
I now look brieflyat the explicitconnexionsbetween sentencesin Russell'sessay.
The connexionsare made in a consistentmanner,one that reinforcesthe pattern
of informationplacementnoted above.
There aremanyways in which sentenceconnexioncan be indicatedin English.
One of the most common is simple anaphora,e.g. I saw a dog, The dog was
spotted.Anaphoracan relatenouns even if they do not immediatelyfollow each
other, as the direct object and subject of the precedingsimple sentence do, thus,
I saw a dog, I calledthe dog. These well-knownfacts are repeatedhere simply to
emphasize the point that anaphoracan be used in different grammaticaland
surface positions. (There are severalrecent discussionsof sentence connexion:
Halliday, I967; Hiz, I968; Keenan, I969.)
Parallelismand repetition can also be used to indicate connexions between
sentences. These devices have long been recognized: see Jakobson'sinsightful
comments (Jakobson, I966, and Levin, I962). They are, of course, enormously
flexible.
Russell uses all three of these types of sentence connexion, and they usually
occur at the beginningof a sentence. Ratherthan linkingsentencesconsecutively,
so that a word or phraseat the end of one sentence is picked up at the beginning
of the next, Russell places the linkingmaterialat the beginningof each sentence.
This patternof connexionis anotheraspectof the fact that the essay is organized
so as to presentnew and importantmaterialtowardsthe ends of sentences. I give
222
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several examples of Russell's sentence beginnings: in the first paragraphof the
essay Russell uses these devices, viz. the first four sentence beginnings:
The study of Ethics is perhapsmost commonlyconceivedas...
It is conceived, that is to say, as ...
3. Owing to this view of the province of ethics ...
4. This view, however ...
I.

2.

The ends of the sentences do not have other explicit connectives. Consideralso
the beginnings of sentences IO-I4:
10.
i i.
12.
13.

14.

Xhen we are told ...

We shallbe told ...
If we askwhy ...
If we still ask why ... feel irritation...
His irritation ...

Sentence I4 contrastswith the others, since it picks up the predicate of the
previous sentence. Connexionssuch as this are unusual in Russell's essay.
In some cases Russell uses inversionto place the explicit connectivesin initial
position, as in sentences I5 and i9:
I5.

I9.

In the second of these feelings ... ; in the first ...
But in this he is mistaken...

Not all of Russell's sentences have explicit linkings with each other. In 28 of
the 38 sentences, the link is made from the beginning of one sentence to the
beginning of the next.
(5) Type of main verbin surfacestructure
The main surfaceverb has little semanticimport in most of the sentences of the
essay. Sixteen sentenceshave is as the main verb, and fifteen have a verb that is
almost empty semantically(such as concern).Such main verbs allow great variety
in the placementof sentence embeddings.
(6) Locationof mostimportantinformationunit
The judgements as to the position of the most importantunit are my own, as are
the other judgements given here. With this particularcategory I was especially
careful:severalcountsweremadeon differentoccasionsandthe resultscompared,
in order to check the stability of the judgements. They appearedto be quite
stable.
In categorizingthe position of the main informationunit I used three categories: Final, Non-Final, and ?.The third categorywas for sentencesin which no
223
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single informationunit seemed to be most important.The numbersof sentences
in each categorywere:
Final

Non-final

?

22

5

II

In 6o per cent of the sentences, the most important unit appears in final
position. Even more striking,of the sentences where I could identify one unit as
most important,that unit occurredfinally 86 per cent of the time.
The sentences in the third category are those in which Russell develops the
philosophicalfoundationsof his argument.One expects in close reasoningand
scientificdiscourseto find that the steps are as importantas the conclusion.

(7) Sentencelength
Numberof
words

Number of
sentences

up to Io

4

I0-i9

9

20-29

13

7
5

30-39
40-49
over 50

I

Over two-thirds of the sentences have 20 words or more. Because of this the
short sentences are highly foregrounded.9
2.4

ANALYSES

OF REPRESENTATIVE

SENTENCES

In order to make clear the type of analysis on which the counts are based, I
present here the details of the treatmentof four sentences. After each sentence,
the transformationsthat occur in its derivationare listed, with whatever comments seem appropriate.Similar analyses were made for each sentence of the
essay.
(23)

Thus in the case of ethics, we must askwhy such and such actionsought
to be performed,and continue our backwardinquiryuntil we reachthe
kind of propositionof which proof is impossible,because it is so simple
or so obvious that nothing more fundamentalcan be found from which
to deduce it.

[9] In the sense of the Russian formalists, cf. Mukarovsky (I967). The approach of the
formalists is introduced with notable clarity in the first chapter of Gopnik, forthcoming.
224
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Passive (Qnom)
(Compar(Sub1Sub2))
Preposed Adv
Zeroing

Genitive

SubS (mainS)
(SubS)
Conjunction
Rel (SubS)
(Compar)
Compar(SubS)

In the overallcount, all of these transformationsare listed for sentence 23. The
notationsin parenthesesindicatewhat dominatesthe materialintroducedby the
transformation,e.g. the relative clauses occur on a NP in SubS and in a comparative.The structuresin initial and final position were also noted:
Initial structure:
PreposedAdv
N of N
(io)

Final structure:
Compar(SubS(Rel(SubS)))

When we are told that actionsof certainkinds ought to be performedor
avoided, as, for example,that we ought not to steal, or that we ought to
speak the truth, we may alwayslegitimatelyask for a reason.
Transformations:
N of N (SubS)
Factive (Ap) 2
(SubS) 2

Passive (SubS)
Preposed SubS

Apposition (Fac)
SubS

Conjunction(Fac)
(Ap)
Initial structure:
Final structure:
Preposed SubS
Object main S
with factive conjunct
This sentence is typical of the essay. The adverbialadjunctionis preposed,
placing the main information unit in final position (the material preposed is
repetitiveof previous sentences). Note that the passive in the preposedsentence
positions the words oughtto beperformedor avoidedat the end of the sentence,
giving them more emphasisthan the less specific actionsof certainkinds.
(3) Owing to this view of the province of ethics, it is sometimes regardedas
thepracticalstudy, to which all othersmay be opposed as theoretical.
Transformations:
Prenom Adj
Genitive (Subs)
Zeroing

Passive (main S)
(Rel)
Preposed SubS

Relative
SubS
Equative as
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Here a SubS is preposed and a relative clause takes prominenceas the final
and most importantunit of the sentence. Note that the relativeclause is several
transformationalsteps away from its deep structure.The deep structureof the
relativemay be roughly representedin this way:
NP
N

S
NP

A

A/

Pred
VP

may oppose

S

NP
all oter

PP

studies
Studies theoretical
NP
to

study

S

Study practical
In surfacestructurethe relativeis almost parallelto the main sentence, although
the first as has a differentderivationthan the second.
(ii)

We shall be told that truth-speaking generates mutual confidence,
cements friendship, facilitates the dispatch of business, and hence
increasesthe wealth of the society which practises it, and so on.
Transformations:
Genitive (Fac) 2
Prenom Adj (Fac)
Factive 4
Initial structure:
Main S
passive

Passive
Zeroing 4

Relative(Fac)
Conjunction4

Final structure:
Object
4th factive conjunct

In this sentence the final unit is simply a pro-form that refers back to the four
other conjuncts.I suggest that here Russell exploits the fact that importantunits
usually end his sentences. Since we expect something significant,the dismissive
and so on in final position has the effect of makingthe cataloguethat precedes it
less impressive.
2z6
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2.5 DETAILS OF THE SYNTACTIC ANALYSIS

I mention briefly the types of constructionsthat are not covered. One group
consists of forms that result from housekeepingtransformations,as mentioned
above. Anothergroup resultsfrom optionalexpansionrules, in the frameworkof
Aspects:quantifiers,adverbs, determinersand predeterminers,tense, auxiliary.
Finally, I have excluded interpolationsand sentence-initialwords such as but,
now, hence.
Some transformationswere grouped together into portmanteaucategories,to
make the lists as perspicuous as possible. The largest portmanteaucategory is
SubS. This categoryincludesa numberof transformationsthat adjoina sentence,
in full or nominalizedform, to the predicateof anothersentence. The adjoined
sentence is usually preceded by a constant that indicates the semantics of the
adjunction- whetherit relatesto time, causation,etc., e.g. Johnleft to meetMary,
J7ohnleft becauseof Mary's singing,John left becausehe had a dentistappointment.
These constructionsare usually taken to be adverbial,in a very general sense.
Another portmanteaucategory is that of Comparative.This includes comparativeswith er . .. than, as. . . as, superlatives,and sentences embeddedwith
so ... that.
include sentences conjoinedwith and, or, but, and the forms (not)
Conjunctions
only ... but (also). Conjunctionsof simple noun phrases are kept separatefrom
sentence conjunction, since the former may not be transformationallyderived
(Lakoff & Peters, I969; Smith, I969).
Zeroingis a fourthportmanteaucategory,perhapsthe least satisfactorysince I
am interested in identifying transformationsthat affect presentation. This
category covers all cases where materialhas been optionally deleted, and gives
equal value to the deletion of many words and the deletion of one or a few.
Nominals are listed separatelyaccordingto their surface form, as mentioned
in footnote 5. Genitives are distinguished from nominals such as propositions
aboutpractice, the wealth of society; the latter are listed separatelyas N of N
forms.
2.6 SUMMARY

The facts adduced here allow an explanationof Russell's stylistic choices, and
enable one to find a pattern in the very diversity of structuresthat he uses. The
sentences tend to be long, with relativelymany empty main surface verbs and
many embeddedsentences. The sentences tend to be explicitly connected at the
beginnings,frequentlythe resultof a transformationthat reorders.The endingsof
Russell's sentences vary in structure,althoughmost of them have an embedded
sentence of some kind. And finally, the most importantmaterialtends to occur
at the end of the sentence. This patternof presentationis takento be the organiz227
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ing principle which explains, to a certain extent, Russell's choices of particular
constructions.
This study shows the importance of surface features of sentences, and of
judgements of importance,in the analysisof a discourse.By combininganswers
to questions about these matterswith a syntactic analysis,we have been able to
arriveat an interestingaccount of the organizationof Russell's sentences.
SECTION

3:

LINGUISTIC

COMMENTS

AND

RAMIFICATIONS

I have said that the function of the transformationsin Russell's essay is to make
possible the patternof informationposition that characterizesthe essay. In fact,
this sort of explanationconstitutes a general raison d'etre for transformations.
Transformationsallow the presentation of linguistic material in a variety of
positions and surfacestructurerelationswithout affectingthe underlyinggrammatical relations,that is, the way a sentence is understood.This formulationis
slightly differentfrom, but not in conflictwith, some other recentexplanationsof
transformations.It has been noted with good reason, I think, that underlying
structures are frequently complex and involuted, and that transformations,by
stringingout and rearrangingthe material,make it easierto grasp (Langendoen,
1970). This explanationis particularlyattractive,of course, if one posits underlying structures that are more abstract than those of Aspects, e.g. those of
Lakoff and Ross.
Transformationsaffect only surfacephenomena.I have stressed in this paper
that surfacephenomenaareimportant,andthattheir importanceis moreapparent
in discoursethan in single sentences. In discourse, as I have tried to show, significantpatterns of emphasis and expectationcan be established. Such patterns
are due to similaritiesin the surfacesof successivesentences;and the flexibilityof
surface structures,the possibility of consistency and variety, is due to the fact
that transformationsare availableto the user of the language.
If the function of transformationsis to allow positioningof linguisticelements,
the function of surface structure is twofold: to organize, and make retrievable
the underlyinggrammaticalrelations;and to display emphasis,topic, and comment. It might be useful to designatethese last as 'discoursefeatures'.
I should like here to make a few remarksabout deep and surface structures,
and the notion of topic and subject. These remarkswill, hopefully, support the
suggestion that discourse features be regarded as separate from, and simultaneous with, the underlyingstructureof a sentence. It seems to me that some
of the confusionsurroundingthe notion of 'subject'can be dispelled if deep and
surfacesubjectsaretakento have separatefunctions,that coincidewhen the deep
and surfacesubjects are the same.
I shall arguethat derivedsubjectsdo not behaveas do underlyingsubjectswith
respect to several kinds of adverbialmodification. Since they also differ from
228
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underlyingsubjectswith respect to notionalor basic grammaticalrelations,they
are derived 'subject'in only a very weak sense. None of the attributesof underlying subjectsdevolve on them. In fact, it would be clarifyingto reservethe term
'subject' for underlying structures, and to refer to surface subjects (derived or
not) as 'topics'.
3.I

SUBJECTS

AND

ADVERBIAL

MODIFICATION

Consider first the behaviour of subjects with manner adverbials. Certain adverbialsaretakento pertainto the underlyingsubjectof a sentence (in these first
examples, also the surface subject):
John followed Bill reluctantly.
John watched Mary delightedly.
John fought Michael happily.
If the sentences are made passive, the relation of the adverb to the underlying
subject is unchanged:
Bill was followed by John reluctantly.
Mary was watched by John delightedly.
Michael was fought by John happily.
Other relevantdata on transformationsand underlyingsubjects emerge when
one considers the interaction of transformationsthat affect or pertain to the
underlying subject of a sentence. I deal here with reorderingtransformations
that result in derived subjects, and a certain group of adjunctions.There are
several transformationsin English that adjoin the predicate of one sentence to
another, in cases where the two sentences have identical subjects (henceforth
=subj adjunctions).Examplesof sentences with =subj adjunctions:
He won the race by tripping his opponent.
He mumbled to infuriatethe teacher.
He opened the door with a smile.
How are the adjunctionstaken when such sentences are made passive?Do they
then pertain to underlying or surface subject? Consistently, the adjunction
pertainsto the underlyingsubject (with varying degrees of acceptability),as the
following examplesshow:
John teased Mary to infuriatethe teacher.
?Marywas teased by John to infuriatethe teacher.
John chased the robberwith a yell.
?The robber was chased by John with a yell.
229
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John terrifiedBill by brandishinga knife.
*Bill was terrifiedby John by brandishinga knife.10
One can also ask, what happens when =subj adjunctionsare made to sentences that have derived subjects?Considerfirst adjunctionswith (in order)to:
*Mary was followed by John to fool her pursuers.
*Mary was beaten by Bill at chess to cheer him up.
The semanticsof the purportedadjunctionsare fairly clear; it is also clear that,
in English, a differentconstructionis requiredto expressthem. In both sentences
above, a plausibleadjunctioninvolvesthe derivedsubject'sallowingsomethingto
take place, letting or arrangingfor somethingto happen. Thus, in the first sentence, Mary arrangedfor John to follow her; in the second, she allowed Bill to
win the chess game.
The fit betweensyntaxand semanticsis no betterwhen an instrumentaladjunction is involved:
*Mary was heard by John by forgettingto tiptoe.
*Mary was caught by John by letting him find her.
In the other type of =subj adjunction presented here, the adjunction is
simply taken to pertainto the underlyingsubject, even if semanticallyit is more
plausible as pertainingto the derived subject, e.g.
Mary was hit by John with a groan.
Janet was seduced by Tim with a smile.1"
Time adverbialsseem to constitutea class of counter-examplesto the claimthat
subjadjunctionspertainonlyto underlyingsubjects.Time adverbialscanoccur,
with deleted subject, pertainingto the surface subject of a sentence ratherthan
the underlyingsubject (when the two do not coincide):
=

Mary was scolded by John after spilling the milk.
The criminalwas seen by a passer-bywhile burying the body.
John was questioned before leaving the country.
While walkingin the park, Mary was seen by Fred.
However, time adverbialsneed not pertain to the surface subject. With appropriate intonationand choice of words, they are taken as pertainingto the deep
structuresubject, or ambiguouslyto either deep or surfacesubject:
[io] It is not clear why such sentences are ungrammatical. Fodor (1970) suggests that a
surface constraint blocks two by-phrases, but note that not all successions of by-phrases
are ungrammatical: Mary was seen by John by the river bank. A possible explanation,
offered only tentatively, is that in the offending sentence both by-phrases come from the
same sentence, and that it is this that must be blocked.
[i i] This sentence was suggested by Senta Plotz.
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The roses were pruned by Daniel after putting on gloves.
Tony was invited by Jim before consulting the committee.
Mary was seen by John while walkingin the park.
The thief was found by Gideon after leaving the station.
There is a good deal of variationamong speakerson the acceptabilityof these
sentences;for discussionsee Fodor (I970) andElliot, Legum&Thompson(I969).
Time adverbialscan occur, without deletion, pertainingeither to the surface
or underlyingsubject of a sentence (they can also occur pertainingto neither).
In this full form they seem to be acceptableto speakerswithout variation:
John surprisedSusan when she was readingthe comics.
John startled Mary when he opened the door.
Thus time adverbials are different from the = subj adjunctions mentioned
above: the latter cannot occur as full sentences, and must pertainto the underlying subject. It seems that time adverbialsare not a type of = subj adjunction,
and do not relate in a particularway to the subject of a sentence.
3.2

SUBJECTS

AND

TOPICS

Derived subjects,then, do not supersedeunderlyingsubjects. This is true with
respectto transformationsthat pertainto the subject of a sentence, and of course
to grammaticalrelations.In view of these facts, is is appropriateto ask, what is
the function of the derived or surfacesubject?
I suggest that one function of surface subjects is to signal what a sentence is
'about':in other words, surfacesubjectssignal the 'topic' of a sentence. Fillmore
points out (Fillmore, I970) that this is the traditionalmeaning of 'subject'; his
own work (Fillmore, I968) shows that there is no such unity to the notion of
underlyingsubject. In many instancesthe underlyingsubject coincideswith the
surfacesubject: that is, the topic of the sentence is also its (underlying)subject.
In a simplex sentence, the subject NP is taken to be the topic: Sam chased
Willie is about what Sam did. In sentences with derived subjects, the derived
subjectis takento be the topic: Williewas chasedby Sam is aboutwhat happened
to Willie. Depending on the context, it might be appropriateto begin a sentence
with a certain topic, irrespective of its underlying grammaticalrole in the
sentence. (By context I mean, for example,what question preceded,what is the
topic of the conversation or discourse, what presuppositions are involved.)
Note that topic is quite differentfrom emphatic. The passive transformationis
sometimes said to emphasize the underlying object of a sentence, presumably
because it is placed in initial position by the transformation.However one can
easilyimaginea contextin whichjust the oppositew ere the case: the agentphrase
might receive greaterstress and attention.
F
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The initial NP functions as topic, then, in simplex sentences and passives.
Consider now sentences with derived dummy subjects, and sentences with
preposedmaterial:
i.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
io.

Bill is (the one) who(m) John watched.
It was Bill that John watched.
There is a unicorn in the garden.
It surprisedme that the bell rang.
In the evening John played tennis.
To please his father, John mowed the lawn.
In his profession Robert was unfortunate.
Chickensalad Tom likes.
John Mary was beaten by.
Lucille Harry remindedof a gorilla(pace Postal).

I suggest here only a general statement about distinguishingthe topic NP
which seems to cover the facts of sentences in isolation. In sentences i-4, all of
which have derived subjects, the first NP in the sentence is the topic; when the
derived subject is also a dummy subject, the NP that followed is the topic.
Indirectly the dummy subject emphasizes the topic NP, by postponing yet
anticipating it. In the sentences with preposing, the main sentence subjectwhetherthe sameor differentfromthe underlyingsubject- is the topic. Examples
8-io show that preposedmaterialis emphasizedbut does not become the topic.
Tentatively, then, I will say that the topic of a sentence is the first NP of the
main sentence, provided it has not been preposed. There is thus an important
differencebetween reorderingtransformationsthat replace underlying subjects
with derivedsubjects, and reorderingsthat do not. A derivedsubject is the topic
of a sentence; a dummy subjectfocusses on the next NP as topic; an underlying
subject, if not replaced,functions as the topic of a sentence. I assumethen that a
NP can simultaneouslyplay two or three differenttypes of roles in a sentence,
e.g. underlyingobject, topic, and perhapsemphatic.
The precedingdiscussionhas been limited to sentencesin isolation.One might
say in summarythat the naturalposition for a topic is at the beginning of a sentence, just as, earlierin this paper, the beginning and ending of a sentencewere
said to be naturallyemphaticpositions. In an actual discourseor context, however, the topic of a sentencemight occur in some positionotherthan the first NP.
For instance, if a story or conversationabout Harry, the sentence J'ane likes
Harry occurs, Harry will probablybe taken as the topic althoughit is the object
NP, and at the end of the sentence. Similarly,in writtendiscourseif a seriesof six
sentences deal with Harry, or the notion,these NPs will probablybe taken as the
topic of the seventh sentence, wherever it occurs in that sentence.
But, if in discoursethe positionof the topic is so free, it seems that the function
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of derivedsubjectsis extremelylimited. However,this is not the case: transformations resultingin derivedsubjectsallowthe presentationof the units of a sentence
in variouspositions. I hope that the foregoinganalysisof Russell's essay demonstrates the great importanceof this function in discourse.

THE ELEMENTS
I.

OF ETHICS',

BY BERTRAND

RUSSELL

The Subject-Matterof Ethics

(i) The study of Ethics is perhapsmost commonlyconceivedas being concerned
with the questions,'Whatsort of actionsought men to perform?'and 'Whatsort
of actionsought men to avoid?'(2) It is conceived,that is to say, as dealingwith
human conduct, and as deciding what is virtuous and what vicious among the
kindsof conductbetweenwhich, in practice,people are calledupon to choose. (3)
Owing to this view of the province of ethics, it is sometimes regardedas the
practicalstudy to which all othersmay be opposedas theoretical;the good and the
true are sometimesspoken of as independentkingdoms,the formerbelongingto
ethics, while the latterbelongsto the sciences.

(4) This view, however,is doubly defective.(5) In the firstplace, it overlooksthe
fact that the object of ethics, by its own account,is to discovertrue propositions
about virtuous and vicious conduct, and that these are just as much a part of
truth as true propositionsaboutoxygenor the multiplicationtable. (6) The aim is,
not practice,but propositionsabout practice;and propositionsaboutpracticeare
not themselvespractical,any more than propositionsabout gas are gaseous. (7)
One might as well maintainthat botany is vegetableor zoology animal.(8) Thus
the study of ethics is not somethingoutside science and coordinatewith it: it is
merelyone amongsciences.
(9) In the second place, the view in questionunduly limits the provinceof ethics.
(io) When we are told that actions of certain kinds ought to be performedor
avoided,as, for example,that we ought to speakthe truth, or that we ought not to
steal, we may alwayslegitimatelyask for a reason,and this reasonwill alwaysbe
concerned,not only with the actions themselves,but also with the goodness or
badnessof the consequenceslikely to follow from such actions. (i i) We shall be
told thattruth-speakinggeneratesmutualconfidence,cementsfriendship,facilitates
the dispatchof business,and henceincreasesthe wealthof the societywhich practices it, and so on. (I 2) If we ask why we should aim at increasingmutualconfidence, or cementingfriendship,we may be told that obviouslythese things are
good, or that they lead to happiness,and happinessis good. (I3) If we still askwhy,
the plain man will probablyfeel irritation,and will reply that he does not know.
(I4) His irritationis due to the conflictof two feelings-the one, that whateveris
true must have a reason; the other, that the reason he has alreadygiven is so
obviousthat it is merelycontentiousto demanda reasonfor the reason.(I5) In the
second of these feelings he may be right; in the first, he is certainlywrong. (i6)
In ordinarylife, peopleonly askwhywhen they areunconvinced.(17) If a reasonis
given which they do not doubt, they are satisfied.(i8) Hence, when they do ask
zwhy,they usuallyhave a logicalright to expect an answer,and they come to think
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that a belief for which no reason can be given is an unreasonable belief. (I9) But
in this they are mistaken, as they would soon discover if their habit of asking why
were more persistent.
(zo) It is the business of the philosopher to ask for reasons as long as reasons can
legitimately be demanded, and to register the propositions which give the most
ultimate reasons that are obtainable. (2I) Since a proposition can only be proved
by means of other propositions, it is obvious that not all propositions can be proved,
for proofs can only begin by assuming something. (zz) And since the consequences
have no more certainty than their premisses, the things that are proved are no
more certain than the things that are accepted merely because they are obvious,
and are then made the basis of our proofs. (23) Thus in the case of ethics, we must
ask why such and such actions ought to be performed, and continue our backward
inquiry for reasons until we reach the kind of proposition of which proof is impossible, because it is so simple or so obvious that nothing more fundamental can
be found from which to deduce it.
(24) Now when we ask for the reasons in favour of the actions which moralists
recommend, these reasons are, usually, that the consequences of the actions are
likely to be good, or, if not wholly good, at least the best possible under the circumstances. (25) Hence all questions of conduct presuppose the decision as to what
things other than conduct are good and what bad. (z6) What is called good conduct
is conduct which is a means to other things which are good on their own account;
and hence the study of what is good on its own account is necessary before we can
decide on rules of conduct. (27) And the study of what is good or bad on its own
account must be included in ethics, which thus ceases to be concerned only with
human conduct.

(z8) The first step in ethics, therefore, is to be quite clear as to what we mean by
good and bad. (29) Only then can we return to conduct, and ask how right conduct is related to the production of goods and the avoidance of evils. (30) In this,
as in all philosophical inquiries, after a preliminary analysis of complex data we
proceed again to build up complex things from their simpler constituents, starting
from ideas which we understand though we cannot define them, and from premisses
which we know though we cannot prove them. (3 i) The appearance of dogmatism
in this procedure is deceptive, for the premisses are such as ordinary reasoning
unconsciously assumes, and there is less real dogmatism in believing them after a
critical scrutiny than in employing them implicitly without examination.
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